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SUBMANIFOLDS AND HOMOLOGY OF NONSINGULAR REAL
ALGEBRAIC VARIETIES
By S.

AKBULUT and

H. KING*

In this paper we study submanifolds of nonsingular real algebraic
sets. We study the question of when they can be moved to algebraic subsets. We then give some applications to homology theory.
In Section 2 we discuss the topology of blowing-up, and show that
blowing-up turns immersed submanifolds to imbedded submanifolds
(Lemma 2.3). Then in Section 3 we generalize a result of Kleiman. By extending some previous work of Schwarzenbergerand Hironaka he showed
that after blowing up the top Schubert cycle of the Grassmanian variety
one can make the universal bundle contain a line bundle [K1]. We prove
some more general results of this flavour which lead to an interesting structure theorem for submanifolds (Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5).
In Section 4 we first give a solution to the problem of when a codimension one smooth submanifold of a nonsingular algebraic set is isotopic to a
nonsingular algebraic subset (Theorem 4.1); we identify the obstructions
(transcendental homology cycles). From this we obtain an algebraic transversality result (Proposition 4.3). We then turn to the question of when a
map f: M -f V from a smooth manifold to a nonsingular algebraic set can
be made algebraic. Making (M, f) algebraic means that making M a nonsingular algebraic set so that the corresponding f will be a polynomial
map; this is equivalent to isotoping an imbedded copy of M in V X Rs
(induced by f) to a nonsingular algebraic subset, for some s. This question reduces to the question of whether certain homology classes 0 E
Hk(V; Z/2Z) are algebraic, that is 0 = g*[N] for some algebraic (N, g).
in terms of the previously defined codimenWe define an obstruction aX(O)
= 0 if and only if 0 is algebraic (Theosion one obstructions such that aX(O)
V which cannot be
rem 4.4). In Section 5 we give some examples of M
made algebraic. From this we give a method of constructing inequivalent
algebraic structures on smooth manifolds. We also discuss a curious obManuscript received August 8, 1982; manuscript revised July 29, 1984.
*Sloan Fellows supported in part by N.S.F. grants MCS-8116915 and MCS-8120790.
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struction to reducing extra components of algebraic sets arising from
Seiferts theorem [S]. This obstruction comes from homotopy groups of
spheres. In Section 6 we prove a resolution theorem for Z/2Z homology
cycles (Theorem 6.2). We show that algebraic blowing up desingularizes
homology cycles. We show that Z/2Z algebraic cocycles are closed under
cohomology operations (cup product, and Steenrod squares.) From these
we deduce some amusing corollaries in algebraic topology.
The following are some sample results that are implied by the theorems of this paper. Let V denote any nonsingular algebraic set of dimension n, define AH,n_ (V; Z/2Z) to be the subgroup of H,, -_ (V; Z/2Z) generated by (n - 1)-dimensional nonsingular algebraic subsets, and
Ht_ (V)
H,I, (V; Z/2Z)/AH,,_ (V; Z/2Z) (this group can be nonzero
by Theorem B(c)).
A. Suppose M"'1 C V" is a codimension onie closed
smooth submanifold. Then M is isotopic to a nonsingular algebraic subset
by an arbitrarilysmall isotopy if and only if ou(M) = 0, where u(M) is the
image of the fundamental class [M] in Ht> (V).
Let HA(V; Z/2Z) be the subgroup of H* (V; Z/2Z) generated by algebraic subsets, and let H* (V; Z/2Z) be the Poincare dual of HA(V; Z/2Z)
assuming V is compact.
THEOREM

THEOREM

B.

(a) H* (V; Z/2Z) is closed under cohomnologyoperationisif V is coinpact.
(b) For a given 0 E H*(V; Z/2Z) there exists an obstructioi au(0)defined in terms of the codimension one obstruction of TheoremA, such that
0 E HA(V; Z/2Z) if and only if a(0) = 0.
(c) There exist connected nonsingular algebraic sets V of aiiy dimle,zH k (V; Z/2Z), for all k = 2, 3.
sion n - 3 such that Hk(V; Z/2Z)
n - 1.
(d) There are nonsingular algebraic sets V and vector bundles E over
V such that E cannot be made a nonsingular algebraic set conztaiininig
V.
Furthermore E can be chosen to be orientable if one wishes.
(e) For any k there is a connected nonsingular algebraic set V anlda
closed smooth codimension k submanifold M C Vso that M is not isotopic
to a real algebraic set and in fact (M, i) is not bordant to a rationalfuniction. (Here i is the inclusion map.)
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Call a compact nonsingular real algebraic subset (closed smooth submanifold) M C V afine algebraic subset (submanifold) if M is a component of a transversally intersecting codimension one compact nonsingular
algebraic subsets (closed smooth submanifolds). Now, just as the resolution theorem of [H] turns the singular algebraic sets to nonsingular algebraic sets by blowing up along nonsingular centers, the following resolution theorem turns the nonsingular algebraic sets to fine algebraic sets by
blowing along fine centers.
THEOREM C. If M C V is a compact nonsingular algebraic subset,
then there exists a sequence of blowups V A Valongfize algebraic centers
of dimension <dim(M) such that, the strict preiniage M C V of M is a
fine algebraic subset.
Theorem C has the obvious topological version for smooth submanifolds. Since fine submanifolds are generalizations of codimension one submanifolds, Theorem C translates the problem of moving a smooth submanifold of any codimension in V to an algebraic subset, to the codimension one case of Theorem A; this explains the statement (b) of Theorem B.
Fine algebraic sets can be moved around by isotopies (Proposition 4.3),
hence Theorem C allows us to do transverse moves after resolution, which
in turn implies that algebraic sets can be made transversal up to homology,
this explains statements like (a) of Theorem B.
Seifert's theorem [S] says that if a closed smooth submanifold M.'. C
R" has a trivial normal bundle then it is isotopic to a component of a complete intersection. The following says that there are obstructions in removing the extra components from the conclusion of Seifert's theorem.

submanifolds M C R" imTHEOREM D. There exist closed smwooth
bedded with trivial normal bundle such that M canzot be isotopic to a
complete intersection in R".
Theorem A is the same as Theorem 4. 1. Theorem B is a consequence
of Theorems 6.6, 4.4, 6.9, 6. 10 and 5.3. Theorem C is implied by Theorem
3.5. Theorem D is implied by Theorem 5.8.
1. Definitions and the background material.
Definition. If k is a field a k algebraic set is a set V of the form
0 for all p E I} where I is a set of polynomial
O
V(I) = {x E k" Ip(x)
functions from k" to k.
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In this paper "algebraic set" will always mean "real algebraic set"
unless otherwise indicated. If V is an algebraic set, I(V) denotes the ideal
of polynomials vanishing on V. If V is an algebraic set one can assume that
V = p - l (0) for a single polynomial p (take for instance p to be the sum of
the squares of the generators of I(V)).
Definition. Let V C R" be an algebraic set, a point x E V is called
nonsingular of dimension d in V if there are polynomialspi E I(V), i = 1,
. ., n - d and a neighborhood U of x in R" with
,, -d

(i) v n U = u n jn p-,(o)
(ii) Vpi(x), i =1,

.,

n -d

are linearly independent for x E U.

Definition. Let V be an algebraic set, dim(V) = max{d there existsx E Vwhich is nonsingular of dimension d } Nonsing(V) = {x E VIx is
nonsingular of dimension dim(V) } Sing(V) = V - Nonsing(V). We say
V is nonsingular if Sing(V) = 0.
Definition. An algebraic set V C R" is a complete initersectioniif
d with
1, . .
there are polynomials p 9, i
.

(i) v

ii

-

-d

ln pi1(o)
i=1

(ii) Vpj(x), i = 1,

...

.,

-

d are linearly independent for all x E V.

In particular a complete intersection V C R" is nonsingular, and it has a
trivial normal bundle in R" (a trivialization of the normal bundle is given
by the vectors Vpi(x), i =1, . .,n - d ).
Definition. Let A C R", then the Zariski closure of A is the smallest
algebraic set containing A.
Definition. Given algebraic sets V C R", W C R"'we say a function
f: V -- W is an entire rationalfunction if f (x)
p(x)/q(x) where p: R" -+
R"11,q:R" -* R are polynomials, and q doesn't vanish on V. We call a
are
diffeomorphism f: V -* W a birational diffeomorphism if f and f
entire rational functions.
Let Y be a k-dimensional algebraic set. Y can be triangulated; then by
Sullivan's local Euler characteristic condition [Su] the sum of k-dimensional simplexes [Y] is a cycle in Hk(Y; Z/2Z) which we call the fundamenZ/2Z and [ Y] is the
tal cycle. When Y is connected then Hk (Y; Z/2Z)
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generator. Hence every k-dimensional algebraic subset Y of an algebraic
set V gives rise to a natural homology class [Y] E Hk (V; Z/2Z) induced by
the fundamental class.
Definition. Let M, L and N be smooth manifolds with L C N, and
let f: M -* N be a smooth map. We say f hits L cleanly if f 1(L) is a
smooth submanifold of M and if for every x E f-1(L)
df.:Tx (M)l
=
In
other
-*
is
words, df
T,(f -l(L))
Tv(N)/Tv(L) injective wherey f(x).
injects the normal bundle of f (L) into the normal bundle of L. For instance if f is transverse to L then it hits L cleanly. We call an immersion
f :N "- M a clean immersion if f hits the smooth strata of f (N) cleanly.
(More precisely, there is an open cover { Ua } of N so that f imbeds each U,,
and f restricted to U, hits any intersection of f( Uo)'s cleanly.)
1.1. Let f: R" X R"' 1 Rk be a smooth funictioniso that
f(R" X 0) = 0. Then there is a smooth map A: R" X R'll - {(k X m)-real
matrices} so that f(x, y) = Ax (y) for all (x, y) E R" X R"'.
LEMMA

Proof.
(1d

f (x, y) -f

f (x, y)

(x, 0) =

(x, ty)yidt=
S
= |0i~1
'
oi=1
ayi
So by letting the i-th column of A,
done.

d f (x, ty)dt

(x,
E yi
i=
), aYi ty)dt
be j' (af/ayi)(x,

ty)dt we are
?

Let M C V be smooth manifolds. We say M is a complete submanifoldif M is the transverse intersection f ;=1W;of closed
(i.e. compact without boundary) smooth codimension one submanifolds of
V. We say M is a fine submanifold if it is a component of a complete submanifold. If in addition M, V and each W; are nonsingular algebraic sets
then we call M a complete algebraic subset or a fine algebraic subset instead of a complete submanifold or a fine submanifold. The normal bundle of any fine submanifold is a direct sum of line bundles. Any complete
submanifold of R" is a complete intersection by [S].
Definition.

Remark 1.2. Any closed smooth submanifold which has a trivial
normal bundle is a fine submanifold. Also the natural imbeddings RPk C
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RP" are examples of complete algebraic subsets. Not all fine submanifolds
of R" are complete (see the example at the end of Section 5).
Definition. A nonsingular algebraic subset M of a nonsingular algebraic set V is called a stable algebraic subset if there are compact nonsingular algebraic sets { V }=I with M = VOC V1 C ... C V,. C V.+ =
V and dim (V+l) = dim (Vi) + 1 for i = 0, 1, ..., r. Clearly every fine
algebraic subset is a stable algebraic subset. If M has codimension 0 or 1
then M is automatically stable. The importance of stable algebraic sets is
that they obey transversality (Proposition 4.3).
In this paper Cl denotes closure, and E-isotopymeans an arbitrarily
small isotopy.
2. Blowing up. Let V be an algebraic set and L be an algebraic subset of V. Let B(V, L) denote the algebraic set obtained by blowing up V
along L. This is a common process in algebraic geometry. It is done as
follows. Pick a polynomial map f:(V, L) -* (R", 0) such that the coordinates of f generate I(L)/I(V) then B(V, L) is the Zariski closure of
{(x, Gf(x)) E V X RP"-' Ix E V

-

L}

in V X RP"-', where 6:R" - {0} -} RP"'1 is the quotient map O(x1,
... , x,,) = [x1 :... : x, ]. There is the obvious projection i-: B(V, L) -V
i- is called the blowing up map (or projection). L is called the cenlterof the
blowup. If M is an algebraic subset of V with L C M C V, then there is a
natural inclusion B(M, L) C B(V, L), namely the Zariski closure of
7r- 1(M) - 7-1-(L) in B(V, L).
If V is a smooth manifold and L is a codimension k smooth submanifold of V, then we can define the topological blowup B,(V, L) of V along L
by
Bt (V, L) = (V

-

interior N) U E(N)

where N is a normal disc bundle of L in V, and E(N) is obtained from N by
replacing each fibre Dk of N by RPk-interior Dk. E(N) is also an I-bundle
over the projectivized normal bundle P(L, V) of v(L, V). Recall P(L, V) is
the RPk- '-bundle over L obtained from v(L, V) by projectivizing each fibre Rk to Rpk- 1. There is a map 7rt:B,(V, L) -* V which is the identity on
V-interiorN, and crushes P(L, V) fibrewise onto L. In particular r7-1(L)
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= P(L, V). If furthermore V, L are nonsingular algebraic sets, it is a standard fact that there is a diffeomorphism B,(V, L) = B(V, L) which makes
the following commute

B(V, L)
7r

11

\~V

Bt(V, L)
Hence in this case we can omit the subscript t. From now on B(V, L)
V
will denote B, (V, L) V if L C V are smooth manifolds; and B(V, L) A V
will be called the topological blowup of V along L. If L C V are nonsinguV will be referred
lar algebraic sets the usual algebraic blowup B(V, L)
as the algebraic blowup of V along L. There is a natural equivalence
B(V, L) X N = B(V X N, L X N) for smooth manifolds (or algebraic sets)
V, L, N.
If L C V are smooth manifolds and M is a closed subset with L C
M C V, we define B(M, L) to be the closure of wx1-(M) - wr-'(L) in
B(V, L) where wx:B(V,L) -* V is the topological blowup. In case M is a
smooth manifold then this definition coincides with the usual topological
blowup of M along L. In particular any inclusion of smooth manifolds L C
M C V gives rise to a natural inclusion B(M, L) - B(V, L). This copy of
B(M, L) in B(V, L) is called the strict preimage of M under 7r.In particular
wr-1 (L) n B(M, L) = P(L, M). The following lemma makes these facts
precise.
LEMMA 2.1.
Let M, L and N be smooth manifolds, with L C N and
N be a smooth map which hits L cleanly. Then f induces a
let f :M
unique smooth map f ' B(M, f -1(L)) -* B(N, L) so that thefollowing diagram commutes
'

B(M, f-

(L))

M

J

B(N, L)
7r

11r

-

N
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It suffices to prove existence and uniqueness locally. So let
= R/7l X O, N R" X R",L =R" X O,f(x,y) =
R". Sincef2(R"' X 0) O.Lemma 1. 1 implies
X
(f I(x,y),f2(x,y))eR"
that there is a (p X k)-matrix valued smooth function from R"' X Rk,
(x, y) '- AA., so that f2(x, y) = A.,,(y) for all (x, y) e R`' X Rk. The
requirement thatf hitsL cleanly implies that ker(Ax,O)= 0 for all x e R"'.
Proof.

M=R'71

X Rk,f1-(L)

B(M, f 1 (L)) =

R'71 X

={(x,

(RPk

-

eR"',

[t,y])Ix

B(N, L) = R" X (RP"

pt)

-

t eR,y

eRk

-

0}, and

-

0}

pt)

= {(u, [s, v])Iu eR", s e R, v cR

and the projections to M and N are given by (x, [t, y]) -* (x, tO(y)) and
(u, [s, v]) -* (u, sO(v)) respectively, where 0(y) = Y/ lY12. In order to make
our diagram commute, iff'(x, [t, y]) = (u, [s, v]) we must have
f(x, tG(y)) = (fI (x, tO(y)), A,,,o(1,)(to(y)))
= (u, s0(v))

A little calculation shows that
u = f I(x, to (y))

[S, V]=I

2
IAL-to(v)(y) I( 1

), A' 0(O(Y)1

so we have uniqueness. We also have existence as long as we can show that
* 0 when y * 0. But if Ax,o(y)(Y) = 0 then f2(x, tO(y)) =
= OhencetO(y) =Osot = 0. ButA,O(y) * Owheny * 0
AX,O(0,)(tO(y))
O
as we wish. Hencef' exists and is unique.
AXto(,)(y)

Let L, M, N, V be smooth m*anifolds,with M, N C V
intersecting cleanly and L C M n N. Then B(M, L) and B(N, L) intersect
cleanly and B(M, L) n B(N, L) = B(M n N, L). If M and N are traiisverse, then B(M, L) and B(N, L) are transverse also.
LEMMA2.2.
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Let wx:B(V,L)

-*

V be the blowing up projection. Then

N, L) = closure 7r-(M fn N

B(M
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C closure r 1(M

-

-

L)

L) n closure w-(N

-

L)

= B(M, L) n B(N, L).

But if x e B(M, L) n B(N, L) - B(M n N, L) then wr(x)eM fn N so x is a
line tangent to M n N in P(V, L) (since TM n TN = T(M n N) by cleanless) but this is a contradiction since if x is tangent to M n N it is in
N, L).
B(M
N, L). Hence B(M, L) n B(N, L) = B(M
Cleanliness or transversality of B(M, L) can be seen by local argu]
ments similar to those of Lemma 4.2 of [AK3].
Definition. Let Vbe a smooth manifold and M C V a smooth stratified subset. We call V A V a multiblowup of V along M if wr = 0r, ?7r2
7X for some k where
? * *rk
*
V

Vk

V

k-I

> V
v1

O= V

such that:
(1) Vi+I B(Vi, Li), Mi+ I B(Mi, Li), Mo =M and L is a closed
smooth submanifold of a smooth stratum of M; with dim Li <
dim M, i are the blowing up projections.
(2) Mk is a smooth imbedded submanifold of Vk.
We usually denote Mk by M and call it the strict preimaclge of M. Li,
i = 0, ... k - 1 are called the centers of the multiblowup V V. If in
addition V is a nonsingular algebraic set and each V?+I V; is obtained by
blowing up the nonsingular algebraic set V; along a nonsingular algebraic
V is an algebraic
subset Li where i = 0, .., k - 1; then we say V
multiblowup of V. A multiblowup V A Vof Valong M is called a con2plete
(fine) multiblowup along M if all the submanifolds M C Vk, Li C V, for
i = 0, ..., k - 1 are complete (fine) submanifolds. A complete (fine)
algebraic multiblowup V A V along M is an algebraic multiblowup with
each M C V, Li C V; complete (fine) algebraic subsets. The following is a
natural application of multiblowups.
LEMMA2.3. Let V be a smooth manifold and M 1-+ V be a cleani
immersion of a closed smooth manifold M. Then there exists a multiblow-
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up V A V of V along f (M) so that the strict preimage M of f (M) is al
imbedded smooth submanifold of V.
Proof.

For y E f (M) define

max{ n Ithere exist n distinct points

n(y)

xl, ...,x,neM

-

with f(xi)=y
number of points in f - I(y)

for i=

1, ...,n}

Since f is a clean immersion of a closed smooth manifold, f (M) is a stratified set U Mi. Each stratumMi is given by M = {y ef(M) In(y) = i}.
Let df = max {i IM * 0 } then Md, is a closed smooth manifold (of perhaps nonconstant dimension).

J(M)/

f1 (M'). Then f: M/ - M' is a -fold coverDenote M' =Md, M = "
dl
ing projection. Note that f hits M' cleanly so by Lemma 2.1 we have a
unique map f ' making the following diagram commutative

B(M, M") J - B(V, M')
17r

17r

M

>

~V

It is immediate that f ' is an immersion. Hence if we show that f ' is clean
andf ' 1(y) has less than d/1-pointsfor all y we will be done by induction.
The above conditions are all local in V and follow immediately from
Lemma 2.2.
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V

B(V, M')

ir

~~~M'

M

B(M, M")

Renmark2.4. For any imbedding f:M
along f(M) factors in a natural way

V a multiblowup V

-+

V

7ir

where M M is some (induced) multiblowup. This follows from repeated
applications of Lemma 2.1 as in the proof of Lemma 2.3.
project
Another useful property of algebraic multiblowups is that they
W7i
Wrk
Irk > . . .
algebraic sets to algebraic sets. More specifically if Vk-+ Vk-l
V0 is an algebraic multiblowup of a nonsingular algebraic set V and Z is an
algebraic subset of Vk then pk(Z) U U,k-opi(Li) is an algebraic subset of
V where pi = 0rI orr2? * *
7riand p0 = id. This follows from the repeated applications of the following lemma.
LEMMA2.5. Let V be a nonsingular algebraic set and L be a nionsingular algebraic subset of V. Thenfor any algebraic subset Z of B(V, L),
7r(Z)U L is an algebraic set.

Proof. Let fI, . .. , fr be a set of generators of 1(L)then B(V, L)
Zariski closure of Q where Q = { (x, [f1 (x): ... :fr(x)]) E V X RPr-1 XE
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V - L}. Let Se(x,u1, .., u,) = 0 be a polynomial equation describing Z
as an algebraic set in B(V, L) C V X RP'1-, p is homogeneous in the
variables u1, . . ., U(SZ Z
(p-I (O) n B(V, L)). Write Z = Z1 U Z2 with
-

f
and Z2 = Z zi =z nQ

Z ln (B(V, L)

-

Q). Then 7r(Z2)C

wr(B(V,L)-Q) = L, hence
wx(Z) U L = 7r(Z1)U w(Z2) U L = w(Z1) U
..
=
L = 7r{(x, [f l(X) * *: f(x)]) c V X RP' 11 (x, fjl(X), . .
(x))
= O} U L. Since
x e V- L} U L = {x e V - LI| (x,fj(x), . . ., f,(x))
UU= U2 = *.* = u,I'= Oimplies o(x, uI . . ., u,.) = O, 7r(Z)U L is the set
= 0.
D
of solutions of the polynomial equation 5p(x,fI (x), . . .f,(x))
.9,

0,

For a further discussion of the topology of blowups the reader can
consult [AK3].
3. Splitting trivial bundles by blowing up.
LEMMA 3. 1. Let V be a smlooth manifold anid M C V a smooth
closed siubmaniifold. If M' C V is isotopic to M by a small isotopy
and M is tranisverseto M' then the normal bunidleof B(M, M n M') il
B(V, M n M') splits a trivial liniebunidle.

Proof. Let L= M' n M. Put a Riemannian metric on V. Define
cx:M X [O, 1] -- Vby letting ao:x X [0, 1]
Vbe the shortest geodesic
from x to the closest point to x in M'. Note a -(L) = L X [0, 1] anda hits
L cleanly.

Hence by Lemma 2.1, oainduces a unique map a<':B(M, L) X [0,

1]
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B(V, L) (observe that the left hand side is B(M X [0, 1], L X [0, 1])) so
that the following commutes:
B(M, L) X [O, 1]

>B(V, L)
Ir

I7rXid

M X [O, 1]

V

Note cx':B(M, L) X 0 -O B(V, L) is an embedding onto B(M, L). If we
show that cx':B(M, L) X [0, 1] -- B(V, L) is an embedding we will be
done.
A moments reflection shows it suffices to prove that ae' is an imbedding in the case V = R" X Rk X Rk, M = R" X Rk X 0, L = R" X
O X 0 and geodesics perpendicular to M are straight lines. Then
cx(x, y, s) = (x, y, s p(x, y)) for some function p:R" X R k -- Rk. The proof
of Lemma 2.1 shows that
Ue'(x,[t :y], s) = (x, [to3(x,t, y, s) :y:rsBx,to(j)(y)])
for some smooth 0: R" X R X Rk X R -- R - 0 and some (k X k)-matrix
valued function BXAA,
so thats (x, y) = Bx,,!(y) for all (x, y) e R" X Rk . Now
the facts M' is transverse to M and M' is the graph of spimply that the
Jacobian of < :x X Rk Rk is nonsingular for each x e R". But Bx,oequals
this Jacobian so Bx,ois nonsingular for each x e R". This easily implies that
o' is an imbedding since the Jacobian of the map
R" X (R X Rk

-

0) X

R -- R" X (R X Rk X Rk

-

0)

induced by ao' is the following nonsingular matrix when t = 0
I

O O

O O I
*

*

*

?

O
B.ro(Y)/

El

LEMMA3.2. Let M, M' and V be as in Lemna 3.1 ad Q C L =
M n M' be any closed smooth subnmanifold.Let L1 = B(L, Q), M1 =
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B(M, Q), M{ = B(M', Q) and V1 = B(V, Q). Then the niormalbundle of
B(M1, L1 ) in B(Vl, L1 ) still splits a trivial line bundle.
Proof. We need to show that MI, M' are closely isotopic and Ml is
transverse to M'. That Ml is transverse to M' is easy to see. To see that
M1 and M1' are closely isotopic, let a: M X I V be a small isotopy of M
to M' rel L = M n M' where I = [0, 1]. Now ae hits Q cleanly so
by Lemma 2.1 we have a unique map a' making the following diagram
commutative
B(M, Q) X I M XI

B(V, Q)
7r

J7rX id
-

V

Note that ae' is an isotopy from B(M, Q) to B(M', Q) rel B(L, Q) so we are
D
done.
A successive application of the proof of Lemma 3.2 gives us the following.
LEMMA3.3. LetM, M'and Vbe as in Lemna 3.1 andL = M n
r
M'. Let V
V be a multiblowup of V alonigL and let M, and L be the
strict preimages of M, and L respectively. Then the nornmalbunidle oJ
B(M, L) in B(V, L) still splits a trivial line bundle.
One can also give a universal proof to Lemma 3.1. We show that by
blowing up the Grassmannian variety along a certain Schubert cycle we
can split a trivial line bundle from the universal bundle. A nice aspect of
this proof is that one can specifically write down universal equations for the
split line bundle. The origin of this idea goes back to [K1].
+ 1). Recall
Let ri,,= {n X n -symmetric
matrices} = R( I/2)"("
GnS

={Pem,q1P2 = P, traceP

E,k

=

{(P, x) E G,,k

X R" IPx

=

k}
x}

G,,k is identified with the space of k-planes in R" (Grassmannian). That is
everyP e G,,k uniquely determines the plane image (P), and everyk-plane
in R" determines such a matrix P namely the projection matrix onto that
plane. Note E,, k -P G,,k is the universal Rk-bundle defined byp(P, x) = P.
There is the natural imbedding G,,,k C E,,,k in which the normal bundle
corresponds to the universal bundle.
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Now let M = G,,nk, V
Define M' C E,,k by
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0 } be some fixed vector.

=x}

{(P,x)eE,,kIP(c)

Then M' is just a copy of M in V, obtained by moving M by an isotopy.
Then
L

M

n

M' = {PeG,,kIP(c)

O}

=

= all k-planes perpendicular to c = G,,

1,k

L is the First Schubert Cycle, it represents the dual of the top SteifelWhitney class. This L is also a nonsingular algebraic set. Now I(L)/I(V) is
generated by polynomials
(P, x)

X

(P, x)

Pi

)

1, ...,11

i=
c)

where Pi is the i-th row of P. Hence
B(V, L)

Zariski closure of {(P, x, [x:P(c)])I(P, x) E V
{(P,

x,

p(c)I

2Z =

Z>,

P(C)(C,

IXI2y = X<X,Y>,

L}

= y, P(z)

I (P, x) E V, P(y)

[y:z])

-

IP(C)1 2y =

IXI2Z = pP(C)(X,Y

(C

Z> *X

}

To see the last equality consider the projection
B(V, L) (P,

x

[y:
,

z])

V
(P,

x)

7ris an isomorphism above V - L, because if (P, x) E V - L then onlyy
ax, z = aoP(c)for some aosolves the above equations. If (P, x) E L then
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?, [Y: z ]) IP(Y ) = Y, P(Z)

0, [Y:Z])ly,

=Z}

z eP}

Rp2k-1.

Likewise B(M, L)
{(P, 0, [0:z]) E
B(V, L) is given by B(M, L)
B(V, L)}. We have the specific imbedding ao:B(M, L) X R -- B(V, L)
given by cu(P,0, [O:z], t) = (P, P(tc), [tz:z]) which gives the splitting of a
D
trivial line bundle off the normal bundle of B(M, L) in B(V, L).
By putting together these results we get the following full generalized
form of Lemma 3.1.
Let M, Vbe smooth manifolds and M be closed, and
+
Vbe a clean immersion. Then there is a fine multiblowup of V
let f:M
along f (M). In particular the strict preimnageof f (M) is an]imbedded fine
submanifold.
THEOREM3.4.

Proof. Recall the stratification U'!' I Mi of f(M) discussed in
Lemma 2.3, Mi = {y Ef (M) In(y) = i } where n(y) is the number of points
is a smooth manifold. We proin f 1 (y) and dl = max{i IMi * 0 }. MC11
ceed by induction, consider the following statement:
For any manifolds M'7', Vv as above and a clean immersion
M'll Vfv, there is a fine multiblowup of V along J(M) provided that
dim(M) = m, d = d1.
(r(m, d).

Claim.

C(m, 1) holds

Proof of claim. C(0, 1) holds trivially. Assume by induction (C(m',
1) holds for m' < m. Let M". C vvbe an imbedding. Define a complexity
C(M) of this imbedding to be the smallest integer r such that there is a
complete submanifold Wr C V of dimension r with M.'. C W' C V. It
suffices to prove that if m < r then there is a multiblowup V -- V along M
with fine centers such that C(M) ? r - 1 where M is the strict preimage of
M. If m < r by Lemma 3.1 there is a smooth manifold L2I11- c M'"'such
that the normal bundle of B(M, L) in B(W, L) splits a trivial line bundle.
Since dim(L) < m, by induction V admits a fine multiblowup V, -+ V
alongL; letLI, M,, WI be the strict preimages of L, M, W. By Lemma 3.3
the normal bundle of B(M1, LI) in B( WI, LI) continues to split a trivial
line bundle. Let E be the total space of this line bundle; let h :E -B(M,
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R be a trivialization map. h is transversal to 0 and h' (0) =
L1) X R
B(M I, L1). By extending h over B( V , L I) we get a codimension one closed
smooth submanifold Zv- = h -'(0) C B(VI , L I). Let Wr7 be the transverse intersection zv-- ln B( WI, L I). Since W is a complete submanifold
so are WI and B(WI, LI) (Lemma 2.2). Hence W'i1 is a complete subr - 1 we are
manifold containing B(MI, L I). Therefore C(B(M I, L1))
I
done.
The statement C(m, d), d > 1 will not be used in the paper we prove it
for completeness.
Claim.

C(m, d) holds

By induction assume C(m, d') for all d' < d. Letf:M 94 Vbe a clean
f (M,1). By induction,
i.e.
immersion with dl = d. Let M' = Mt,, M
7r1
C(m, 1) the imbedding M' C V admits a fine multiblowup V1 -- V. Hence
f induces a clean immersion fl :MI -- V, (as in the proof of Lemma 2.3)
where MI is a multiblowup of M along M" such that the following
commutes
MI

V,
7rj

7rI

M' 9

V

By inspection dj1 c d. Let M' C V1 be the strict preimage of M'. Let
fV (M') = M. Then by Lemma 2.1 there exists a unique mapf{I which
makes the following commute
M,")
B(MI,
M1

Jfi B(VII
-

WMI)
V1

f( is a clean immersion and has the property dl

< d (recall the proof of
Lemma 2.3). Then by induction B(Vl, M') admits a fine multiblowup
along image(f1') V2 -- B(VI, M'). Then the fine multiblowup

V2 -B(V1,

M1')--

is a fine multiblowup of V along f(M).

V1 -- V
O
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The following is the algebraic version of Theorem 3.4.
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose Vis a ionsingular algebraic set and,f: M C >
Vis an imbedding onto a conmpactiionisingular(ilgebraicsubset of V. Then
there is a fine algebraic multiblowup of V along f(M). In particular the
strict preimage of f (M) is a fine algebraic subset.

Proof. We prove this by modifying the proof of e(mz, 1) of Theorem
3.4. First recall the notations of Theorem 3.4. It suffices to prove the following statement by induction.
A(m, r). Any imbedding M 4 V as above admits an algebraic
multiblowup so that M is a fine algebraic subset of V provided dim (M)
"n, dim (V) - dim (M) = r.
A(O, r) and A(m, 1) hold trivially. Assume A(m', r') holds if in' +
r' < r + ni or r' + ni' =r + n and ni' < ni. We show that A(m, r)
holds: By (Lemma 2.7 of [AK2], or [AK, ]) there is an entire rational function g M - G,,,. which is the classifying map of the normal bundle of M in
V. Then by Lemma 3.6 below we can choose the first Schubert cycle ? C
G,,r,.such that g is transversal to C. We can take L to be the nonsingular
and proceed exactly as in the proof of e(ni, I). Obalgebraic set g -()
serve that now we can take all the blowups to be algebraic blowups. Also by
approximating h by a polynomial fixing the nonsingular algebraic set
B(M1, L1) (see Lemma 2.1 of [AK,]) we can assume Z is a nonsingular
algebraic set. Then the proof follows by induction as in the proof of
LII
C(mn, 1).
Recall for c E R"-0,-O
= {P E G,,.,.IP(c) = } is the first Schubert
cycle and it represents the dual of the r-th Steifel-Whitney class. The following lemma says that for a given map to G,,,. one can choose c so that L,
is transversal to this map. We are grateful to N. Goldstein for pointing out
this lemma to us.
LEMMA
3.6. (Kleiman [K2]). Let f :M
Gy,j.be ai entire rationlal
mapfrom a nonsingular algebraic set. Theii there exists co E R"so that f is
transversal to LeO'
X
Proof. 0(v) acts transitively on G,,,. since Gi,,,. =O(v)/O(r)
O(v - r). Pick c E Rv - 0 let LCbe the corresponding first Schubert cycle
= Af(x), pis onto
in Gv,r then let o:M X 0(v)
Gv,rbe the map <(x, A)
(since 0(v) acts transitively) and sois a submersion (check). Then consider
the smooth manifold Z = o - l(Lc) = { (x, A) E M X 0(v) |Af(x) E L, }.
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Let wx:Z- O(v) be the map induced by projection. By Sard's theorem we
can find a regular value A0 E 0(v) of wx,then -r1- (A0) is a smooth manifold. In fact this means thatf is transversal to A 1L, = Lc.0, co = A l (c)
and w--(AO) - f 1 (Lco) is a nonsingular algebraic subset of M.
Oi
4. Moving submanifolds to algebraic subsets. Let V be a nonsingular real algebraic set of dimension n. Let AHk (V; Z/2Z) be the subgroup of
Hk(V; Z/2Z) generated by k-dimensional stable algebraic subsets of V.
Define H (V) = Hk(V; Z/2Z)/AH k(V; Z/2Z). In particular, we call
Ht-I1(V) the group of codimension one transcenidentalcycles. Generally
Ht,1 (V) can be nontrivial (see Remark 5.5). For any codimension one
closed smooth submanifold M C V we associate c(M) E H',1 (V) where
c(M) is the image of the fundamental class [M] under the quotient map
H,,1 (V; Z/2Z) - Ht (V). The following theorem says that ac(M) is the
only obstruction to moving M to a nonsingular algebraic subset of V.
Let V" be a nonisinigularreal algebraic set. Theii Cl
codimnensionone closed smooth submanifold M C V is isotopic to a nloizsingular real algebraic subset of V by ani arbitrarily smnallisotopy if aiid
only if ac(M) = 0.
THEOREM4. 1.

Proof. Proof in one direction is trivial. Assume c(M) = 0 then [M]
eAH,,1 (V; Z/2Z), so we can pick nonsingular codimension one algebraic

subsets V1,

...,

Vkso that [M] = EX=, [Vi] as homologyclasses. By in-

duction on k we may assume that Vi are in general position (first isotop the
Vi's to Mi's in general position, by the result with k = 1 we may E-isotop
each Mi to a nonsingular algebraic set Vi' then the Vi"s are in general
position. Note for k = 1 we need not do this step). After an e-isotopy of M
we may assume M is in general position with Vi's also. By Lemma 1.4 of
[AK5], M U U I_ Vi separates V into two regions N and P with N comP =M U U,k-I VialsoN = ClIntNand
pact (so V= N U PandNn
P =ClIntP).
We claim that there is a smooth function f: V -- R such that N
f
oo) andforeachx eM U U I Vithere is a
(oo, 0] andP = f1[o,
coordinate chart o: (R", 0)
(V, x) and a smooth function 0: R" -+ R o
{O} withf So(x1, . . .,x,,) = (
x)0(x,
. x,,) for some b. (Neces..,
sarily b is the number of M or Vi's in which x is contained sincef (0) =
M U U Vi). We may also assume that outside of some compactum f = q
for some proper polynomial q:(V, U I Vi) -- (R, 0).
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Given these claims, we may approximate f by a rational function
p: (V, U Vi) -- (R, 0) (see [AK1 ] Lemma 2.1 for example). We claim that
Cl(p 1 (0) - U Vi) is a nonsingular real algebraic set which is e-isotopic
to M.
First we prove that CI(p -1(0) - U Vi) is a nonsingular real algebraic
set. Pick anyx e M n U Vi. After renumbering, assume that x e nl,'- vi
Vi. Pick polynomials ri:(V, Vi) -- (R, 0), i = 1, ..., b so that
-Uk=b+l
*
0.
By Lemma 2.10 of [M] there is a rational function s1: V - UI
(dri)l.
-- R such thatp v-u, = r1 s where U1 is some algebraic set with x 0 U1.
i
Notice that U Vi C p-i (0) and r 1(0) is just VI near x and Vi's are irreducible, so s I must vanish on U '^2 Vi. Hence s I = r2 *S2for some rational
function S2 on V - U2 where U2 is some algebraic set with x 0 U2. By
repeating this process we find a rational function s: V - U -- R where U is
a some algebraic set with x 0 U andp I v-u = s* r, r2 ... r, . Let so(R",0)
(V, x) be local coordinates and let 0:R" -- R -{O} withfo <(x)
= O}, i = 1, .., band
(H1=1
x,i)O(x),
l&1(Vi) ={xlx
p-1(M)
{x Ixb+I = O}, x = (xl, *.,x,,). Then we must have ri ? <(x) =1 xi * (x)
for some smooth function Ci: R" R - O}, hencef o (p(x) = (HII ri a
}. Sincep approximatesf, p o
(x)) *Xb+ I 0'(x) for some 0':R"1 R - {IO
o = (s o s) 11rioap approximates (Xb?+i 0')I rio
=f
p sos a sp
*
0 and s1-(0) is a manifold
approximates Xb+I *0'. In particular dsx
close to M near x (in the sense that the closest point map from s - I(0) to M
is a diffeomorphism near x). Note that near x, s I(0) is Cl(p l(0) U Vi). Thus we have shown above that if X is the Zariski closure of p - I(0)
- U Vi then Cl(p i (0) - U Vi) C Nonsing X. Also we may isotop M to
Cl(p - (0) - U Vi) along geodesics connecting points in Cl(p- (0) U Vi) to the closest point in M.
We claim CI(p '(O) - U Vi) = X. If this is not true then let x E X' U Vi) where X' is an irreducible component of X. Then we
CI(p (- l ()must have x E U Vi so after renumbering assume x nl ,= 1 Vi - U =b+1
Vi. Pick anyy E X' - U Vi. Then we may pick polynomials ri: (V, Vi) -(R, 0) i = 1, ..., b so that (dri)x * 0 and ri(y) * 0. Then as above we
have a rational function s: V - U R for some algebraic set U with x 0 U
andp v-u=s r ...rbands(x)*
U 1r7-(0)
0.Thenp 1(0) U U
U s -1(O) U U. Now a neighborhood of y in Nonsing X is in p (0) (0) U U. But x s i(0) U U contradiction.
U,b1 ri (0) hence X' C s
SoX =Cl(p-(0)

-

UVi).

It remains to demonstrate the existence of the function f. First, it suffices to construct f locally and piece together with a partition of unity. To
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see this take charts i: (R", 0) -- (V, x) and smooth functions Oi:R" -+
a
R - {O} and fi:Im(epi) -- R and bi:bIm(epi)-- [0, 1] so that
=
N
n Im(pi)
0]
i(xl . . . I x,,) = (HI xl)Oi(x1 l . . , x,,), f ('(-oo,
andf7-1[O, co) = P n Im((pi)i = 0, 1. Also assume that ib + Q > Oon U
= Im(so) n Im(ol). After renumbering we may suppose that soVl 0
-

fi

f0o1xi= o l = {Xi = o l n <1 (U) i = 1, . ,b. Thennotethatfori =1,
b there are smooth functions 'qisuch that the i-th coordinate of
. ., x,,). But then
Sc'(X1,. **, x,,) is xi*i(x1,

fo

(Xi,

. ..

.,

x,1)

fo o

0o (00

0
?p1(x1,

..,

- 1o

X,,))

b

IH (xiij(x1,

.

.,x,,))ZOo(s0

(XIi)(; nI Xo -o

1 a<1(X1,

I~

0 X,

..,,)

X)

I x)O(x, ..,
x) for
..,
x) = (
Hence (tofo + qIfl))ol(xl,
some 0: R" -+ R - O}. So we can glue local f 's together. It remains to
ta(
construct f locally. For this just take a local coordinate chart (R", 0) -+
=
O}
and
let
=
U^_1 {xi
(V, x) so that so-J(M U U"'-= Vi)
f o
= +WI" xi where ? sign is determined so that
<(xl, ..,x,,)

f1(oo

0]

N n Im().

Remark 4.2. If in the statement of Theorem 4.1 in addition we have
a nonsingular algebraic set L with L C M. Then M can be isotoped to a
nonsingular algebraic subset of VfixingL (by a small isotopy) if and only if
cx(M) = 0. The proof of this is similar to that of (Lemma 2.2 [AK1]), i.e.
0 and
we just pick the rational functionp in the above proof so thatp(L)
then proceed exactly the same.
A useful corollary to Theorem 4.1 is that any codimension one nonsingular algebraic subset can be moved around by isotopies (first move it
by any isotopy to a smooth manifold, then e-isotop this manifold to a nonsingular algebraic subset by using the theorem). The following is a useful
generalization of this fact.
4.3. (Algebraic transversality). Let V be a nonsinguPROPOSITION
lar algebraic set and M C V be a stable algebraic subset. Let N be a
smooth subcomplex of V (i.e. a subcomplex of some C' trianigulationof
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V). Then there exists an arbitrarilysmall smooth isotopy f,: M -+ V with
fo(M) = M andf I(M) a stable algebraic subset of V transverse to N.
Likewise, if g: W -- Vis a smooth map from a smooth miianifoldtheii
there exists an arbitrarily small smooth isotopy f,: M '- V so that fo
identity and f I (M) is a stable algebraic subset of V transverse to g.
Proof. Recall M stable means that there are compact nonsingular
algebraic sets {Vi} 1= withM = VOC VI C * C V, C V,.+ = Vand
dim(Vi+1) = dim(Vi) + 1.
Let 5r be the set of all nonsingular algebraic sets { V1}jZ+=O
with V( C
VI C * C Vr+I, dim (Vi+) = dim (Vi) + I and each Vi is compact for
0 c i < r. Consider the following statement where (1means transverse to
Cr For any { Vi}
e Sr and a smooth subcomplex N C V,.+1 there exists
an arbitrarily small ambient isotopy of Vr+I taking { Vi} to nonsingular
algebraic sets { Vi' } such that Vi' 1 N for all i (in particular V,'+
Vr+i)

COholds by smooth transversality and Theorem 4.1. It suffices to
show inductively that Cr' for all r' < r > C,. Now assume C, I and pick
e e Fr where -y = { Vi}+ and N C V`+ l is a smooth subcomplex.
First suppose that Vr
N. Then we may apply C, to { Vi}':=Oand
perform a small isotopy to { Vi' }=O so that V, = V,' and Vi' (h(N n v,r).
N and Vi' h (N n V,r) implies that Vi' ( N.
But Vr mh
So it suffices to show that we may isotop so that V,' is transverse to N.
Suppose now that (Vr - U) hN where U is a small neighborhood of an
algebraic set Z C Vr. Here small means that the distance of each point of
U to Z is small compared to how much we are willing to allowf, to move.
We will show that we may perform a small isotopy of { Vi}',+ to { Vi' }y'+so
N where U' is a small neighborhood of an algebraic set
that (Vr' - U')
Z' C Vr'and either U' is empty or dim Z' < dim Z. Since we may start out
with Z = U = Vr, this proves the theorem since eventually U' is empty i.e.
Vr' d N.
By Cr- I applied to VO C VI C ... C V, we may find a small isotopy
of the Vi's to algebraic sets Vi' so that Vi' (N n Vr) and Vi' Z in V,.
Notice now that Vi' is transverse to N in Vr+1 except on a small neighborhood of Vif nZ. Now by Remark 4.2 we may perform a small isotopy of
Vr, fixing Vr'-l, to an algebraic set Vr'so that Vr'is transverse to N except
on a small neighborhood of Vr'- 1 n z.
Let Z'= Vr,-1 nlZ. Then since V,'_lmZ, dim Z' < dim Z. In addition, if dim Z = 0, i.e. Z is a finite set of points, V,'_1 will miss a small
N.
neighborhood of Z entirely, so Vr'

m

m

m

m

m
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The proof of transversality to the map g is similar to the above.
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Definition. For a given map f: M -- V from a closed smooth manifold to a nonsingular algebraic set, we say (M, f) is algebraic if there is a
nonsingular algebraic set M', a polynomial map f ', and a diffeomorphism
spmaking the following commute
m

fV

I,

M'
Clearly (M, f ) is algebraic if and only if there is a nonsingular algebraic subset Z C V X RS for some s and a diffeomorphism b making the
following commute

fi7r

Z C V X Rs
where ir is the projection. This is because the graph off' is a nonsingular
algebraic subset of V X Rs and diffeomorphic to M (for some s).
Recall by Steenrod representibility theorem [T] the map flk (V)
Hk(V; Z/2Z) is onto where -*(V) is the unoriented smooth bordism group
of V and ev(M J- V) = f*[M]. We say 0 E Hk(V; Z/2Z) is algebraic if
V. Letf:M -+Vbe any map from a
ev[M, f] = 0 for some algebraic M
closed smooth manifold to a nonsingular algebraic set. It is well known
thatf X 0 can be approximated by an imbedding F:M ` V X Rs with
F(M) a nonsingular algebraic subset (for some s) if and only if the bordism
class [M,f ] in -*(V) contains an algebraic representative(see Propositions
0.2 and 2.3 of [AK3]). Recall -*(V) -H*(V; Z/2Z) 0 -*(point). Let
[M, f] =E i(f) 0 U(f ) then [M, f ] contains an algebraic representative
if each 0i(f) E Hi(V; Z/2Z) is algebraic (see Lemma 2.5 of [AK,] or
Lemma 2.8 of [AK2]). Let Hk (V, Z/2Z) be the subgroup of Hk(V, Z/2Z)
generated by algebraic elements, i.e. it is generated by g* [N] with N -) V
algebraic. Hence (M, f) is algebraic after a small isotopy of f if each
HA(V, Z/2Z).
0*(f) EH
For a given 0 E Hk(V, Z/2Z) by using Theorem 3.4 one can write down
obstructions u(0) in terms of codimension one obstructions (Theorem 4.1)
such that u(0) = 0 if and only if 0 E Hk (V, Z/2Z). For a givenfine sub-
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manifold M.'. C Vv of a nonsingular algebraic set define a(M) = 0 if M is
isotopic to a fine algebraic subset otherwise let a(M) = 1. Recall M"' is a
component of W"' where W"' is the transverse intersection fl=j Wi of
codimension one closed smooth submanifolds. Clearly if ox(Wi) = 0 in
Ht - I(V) for all i then W is a complete algebraic subset (Theorem 4. 1) and
if also ox(M) = 0 in H',%(W.'.)then M is a fine algebraic subset (it is a
component of W). In general for a given imbedding f:M `+ V we let
5(M, f ) be the set of all fine multiblowups V -- V along f(M) (see Section 2). 5(M,f)f
0 by Theorem 3.4. Let (V, x) e 5(M,f), i.e.
V

=

V~,

7k

V Ik-1

V

i

Vi = B(Vi- 1, Li_ 1) where Li C Vi and M C Vkare all fine submanifolds for all i = 0, 1, ..., k - 1. Make the convention that Lk = M. Then
be isotoped to a fine
by the previous discussion if u(LO) = 0 then Lo can
ir I
-of
a
subset
V
small
Hence
V1
V can be taken to be
by
algebraic
isotopy.
an algebraic blowup of V along Lo, so this makes V1 a nonsingular algebraic set and therefore a(L1) is defined. By iterating this process we get: if
=Othen Vi -- Vi1 -*
Vo is an
O(Lo)= (LI) = ... = o(Li)
algebraic multiblowup along fine algebraic centers, and u(Li) is defined.
Let
oF(V,wr)= Inf{k

-

nIo(Li) = Ofori

Then clearly u(V, wx)= 0 if and only if
blowup along f(M). Now let

?

n}

V V is a fine algebraic multi-

a(f) = Inf{Iu(V, -x)I(V, wx)e 5(M, f)}
For a given f: M
(f)

=

--

V which is not necessarily an imbedding define

TnfK(f)

f':M ' V X Rs is an imbedding
which is homotopic to f X 0 for some s

For 0 E Hk(V; Z/2Z) let
a(0) = inf{I(f)
THEOREM4.4.

algebraic.

I[M, f ]n*(V),

f*[M] = 0}

Let 0 eHk(V; Z/2Z), then u(0) = Oif aid only if 0 is
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0 and a fine
Proof. If ou(O)= 0 then there is [M, f] with f*[M]
V X RS along f'(M); then (M, p o 7r)is
algebraic multiblowup V X RS
algebraic and ev(M, p o ir) = 0 where M is the strict preimage of f'(M)
V(since x:M -- M is degree 1). Conandp is the projection V X RS
versely if 0 is algebraic then 0 has an algebraic representative (M, f) with
ev(M, f ) = 0, and by the above remarksf X 0 is homotopic to an imbeddingf' :M ` V X Rs onto a nonsingular algebraic subset for some s. By
V X Rs
Theorem 3.5 there is a fine algebraic multiblowup V X RS
=
0.
OZ
along f'(M). Hence u(V X R', vr) 0, i.e. u(0)

Remark 4.5. Even though u(0) is not practical to compute it is interesting to note that it is a codimension 1 obstruction measuring whether
duals of first cohomology of certain associated algebraic sets are transcendental.

V X Rs as above, i.e. f'
Remark 4.6. Given an imbeddingf' :M
is homotopic to f X 0 and ev(M, f) = 0. It is interesting to note that if a
fine multiblowup along f'(M) is a complete multiblowup (a topological
condition) and H',1 (V) = 0, n =dim(V) then 0 is algebraic (exercise).
5. Obstructions. Here we give examples of maps f :M -- V from
closed smooth manifolds to nonsingular algebraic sets such that (M, f)
cannot be made algebraic by an isotopy of f, i.e. we realize the obstructions
discussed in Section 4. As an application we show that this gives rise to
many smooth manifolds carrying inequivalent algebraic structures (Remark 5.6). We conclude this section by a discussion of an amusing obstruction (arising from homotopy groups of spheres) to reducing number
of components of some algebraic sets. We first start with a generalized
version of a lemma of Tognoli and Benedetti.
LEMMA
5.1.
Let Vbe an irreducible real algebraic set, let f: V R-+
be an enitirerationalfunction, with the property that X(7f- 1(x)) is oddfor a
dense set of points x E f(V). Then dim (f(V) - f(V)) < dim f(V) where
f(V) is the Zariski closure of f(V), and X denotes Euler characteristic.

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 5.2 below by setting
W =f(V), since b(f) = 1 and we must have f(V) - f(V) C X.
OI
Let Vand Wbe real algebraic sets and let f: V -, Wbe
an entire rationalfunction. Assume W is irreducible. Then there is a b(f)
= 0 or 1 and a real algebraicset X C W so that dim X < dim W and so
thatfor each z E W - X, the Euler characteristic of f1 (z) is congruent to
b(f) mod 2. We call 6(f) the degree off.
LEMMA 5.2.
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Proof. By taking the graph of f we may as well assume that V C
W X Rk andf is induced by projection. Suppose W C R". Let W' and V'
be the Zariski closures of W and V in CP" and CP" X cPk, respectively. In
particular, W' and V' are complex algebraic sets. Take a Whitney stratification of V' so that each i-skeleton Vi' is a complex algebraic subset of V'
and so V' n cP" X Ck is a union of strata. Let dim W = dim W'
mn.
For each i let Yi
{y E V,' - Vi'-I Iwx(y)E Nonsing W' and (d7r)1,has
rank < m } where 7r:V' -- W' is induced by projection. Now U 7r(Yi)is a
constructable set, but it has measure 0 by Sards Theorem. Hence, if we let
X' = Sing W' U the Zariski closure of Uwr(Yi),then dimX' < dim W'.
By Thoms first isotopy lemma, 7r:(W' -X') X CkfV' -n+W' - X' is a
fibration. Since W' is irreducible we know that W' - X' is connected, so
all the z X Ck n V' are homeomorphic for z E W' - X'. Let 6(f )
the
Eulercharacteristicof z X Ck n V' for z E W' - X' and let X = X' n
R". Then X is a real algebraic subset of W and dim X ? dim X' < dim W'
= dim W. Let a: CP" X Cpk -_ CP" X Cpk be complex conjugation on
each coordinate. Note that u(V') = V' and, furthermore, V is the fixed
point set of the involutiona: V' n c" X Ck V' ln c" X Ck. Hence,if
z E W, f
V)
(z) is the fixed point set of the involution a: (z X Ck f
z x Ck fln V. Thus, X(f1-(z))
X(z X Cn fl V')
6(f) mod 2 if
Li
z e W - X.
= 6(g) 6(f). Also, if
Notethatiff:V-Wandg:W--Zthen6(gf)
V =Y U Z then 6(f) = 6(f Iy)+ 6(fIz) + 6(J Ynz).
f: V -Wand
For aniyk there exists a conniectednionisinlgular
THEOREM 5.3.
algeV such
braic set Vand a closed smooth codimensionik submamifoldM
that (M, f ) cannot be made algebraic by a small isotopy off wheref is the
inclusion.
Pick v so that v - k is even and greater than I then let W
RVandX = V(x4 + (X2- 1)(X2 - 4),X3, X4, X..,X,). X is an irreducible
algebraic subset of W with two components XO, Xl, with each Xi diffeomorphic to a circle, i = 0, 1. Take N'7',any smooth closed submanifold
of R' with Nn x = Xo, and m = v - k. Then let M = B(N, Xo), V =
B(W, X), andf be the inclusion M c V where 7r:B(W, X) -- W is the
algebraic blowing up of W along X. Then (M, f ) cannot be algebraic (even
the bordism class cannot contain an algebraic representative) because if
this were the case there would be a nonsingular algebraic subset Y of V X
Rs which is isotopic to M X 0 by a small isotopy. Letp: V X Rs - V be the
Proof.
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projection, then we claim that by applying Lemma 5.1 to ir o p: Y n
(1r o p)- 1(X) -+ R' we get a contradiction. This is because ir o p is an entire
=
a? p((M X O) n
rational function ir o p(Y n (w p)-a(x))
= X by transversality, and XO = X. Also for all x E XO
(ir op)a-(X))
Y n (r ap)-I(x)

M X O n (r op)-1(x)
B(N,Xo)n fr-l

bytransversality

(x)

RPl71 -2

hence has odd Euler characteristic (recall in is even).

wV
V X R'

Remark 5.4. By projectivizing Wto RPv we can make V compact in
the above examples.
Remark 5.5. By taking k = 1 in Theorem 5.3 we get a nonsingular
algebraic set V with H',_ (V) * 0, because otherwise M'1 l
V"would
be isotopic to a nonsingular algebraic subset of V by a small isotopy by
Theorem 4.1 (cf. Theorem 6.9).
Remark 5.6. Theorem 5.3 gives us a way of constructing distinct algebraic structures on smooth manifolds as follows: Let V be a smooth
manifold, and
=
=$(V,
QAiv

,AI0(V)

g) |V' is a nonsingular algebraic set}/
gg: V' -- V is a diffeomorphism

- is the equivalence relation: (V', g) - (V", h) if there is a birational
diffeomorphism ,y making the following commute
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V'

I

V/

SAlg(V) is the set of different algebraic structures on V (a moduli space
of V).
Choose V' to be the algebraic set of Theorem 5.3 with the imbedding
M , V' such that (M, f) is not algebraic. Call the underlying smooth
manifold of V' by V and let g: V' --V be the identity map (forgetful map).
Then by [AK2] there is a diffeomorphism h: V" -- V from some nonsingular algebraic set V" such that h -1(g of(M)) is a nonsingular algebraic
subset of V". Then (V", h) is not equivalent to (V', g) otherwise f(M)
would be an algebraic subset of V', i.e. (M,f) would be algebraic. So we
have shown that SAIg(V) * {0}.
Given a closed smooth submanifold M.'. of R" imbedded with a trivial
normal bundle, it is known by Seifert [S] that M is isotopic to a component
of a complete intersection. One can ask whether the extra components are
necessary. Here we give an obstruction obtained as a result of a discussion
with E. Rees and L. Taylor: Let i be a trivialization of the normal bundle.
Let f(M, 5f) E r,,(S "-'7) be the associated element of the framed cobordism group (obtained by Thom-Pontryagin construction). If, in particular
M.'. is isotopic to a complete intersection, i.e. if there is a polynomial map
f: R " R"-7"'with
(i) f - (0) = M
(ii) rank(df ) M = n - m

thenf gives a trivialization of the normal bundle of M. After perhaps multiplyingf by a suitably high power (1 + IX |2)N we may assumef is proper,
so f3(M,f) is represented by the one point compactification of f: R"
R""'. Therefore we can assume that f takes S"- to S"-"'-1. Hence
1..)
j(M, f) lies in the image of the suspension map ir,, (S""'
r,,(S"-"'), i.e. desuspends. So any closed submanifold M'7' C R" imbedded with a trivial normal bundle, with the property that none of
f(M, 5') desuspends for any i, cannot be isotopic to a complete intersection. For example there is an exotic sphere M16 C R30 with this property
[HLS] (this example along with infinite number of other exotic spheres
which are constructed by Mahowald [Ma] was communicated to us by
R. Shultz).
The above discussion proves the following:
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Let M"' C R" be a closed smooth stubniaiiifold
imbedded with a trivial niormalbunidleanidlet M be isotopic to a conmplete
intersection. Then the nzormalbunidleof M has a trivializationi9 such that
Ou(M,f) is in the image of the suspension map E 7r_l(S111-l)
PROPOSITION

7r,,(S

/I

5.7.

1).

THEOREM 5.8.
There are closed smooth submanifolds M C R" with
trivial normal bundle so that M is not isotopic to a complete intersectioni
in R".

6. Applications to H*(VV;Z/2Z). Let V be a compact nonsingular
algebraic set. Recall, HA (V; Z/2Z) is the subgroup of Hk(V;Z/2Z) generated by algebraic cycles; 0 is algebraic if there is Mk -1 V where M is a
0
compact nonsingular algebraic set and f is a polynomial withf* [M]
(see Section 4). Without loss of generality we will assume that f*[Z] * 0
for each irreducible component Z of M. If Y is the Zariski closure of f(M)
in V then dim(Y) = k, and by Lemma 5.1 dim(Y - f(M)) < dimf(M)
(observe f is degree 1 onto its image). Hence the fundamental homology
class [Y] of the algebraic subset Y represents 0. Converselyby resolution of
singularities for any k-dimensional algebraic subset Y of V we can find a
nonsingular M and an algebraic multiblowup M -- Y so that (M, inclusion
o ir)represents [ Y]. ThereforeHA (V; Z/2Z) is also the subgroup generated
by k-dimensionzalalgebraicsubsetsof V. Recall AHk(V; Z/2Z) is the substable algebraic subsets
group of Hk (V; Z/2Z) generated by k-dimenesiontal
of V. Let Hin'b(V; Z/2Z) to be the subgroup generated by imbedded
smooth closed submanifolds of V. In particular every element of this group
is represented by an immersed submanifold of V. All cycles in
Hk,b(V; Z/2Z) come from algebraic cycles. This means that there is a nonV' such that
singular algebraic set V' and a diffeomorphism o: V
P*Hi,Hb(V; Z/2Z) C HAk(V;Z/2Z); this follows from [AK2]. We have the
inclusions HAk(V;Z/2Z) D AHk(V; Z/2Z) C Hkilb(V; Z/2Z). For convenience we define H,mb(Z; Z/2Z), H' (V; Z/2Z), AHr(V; Z/2Z) to be the
Poincare' duals of Hin'b(V; Z/2Z), Hk(V; Z/2Z), AHk(V; Z/2Z) respectively. These subgroups behave nicely under rational maps. In particular,
we have the following theorem.
THEOREM

6.1.

Let f: V -- W be anienttirerationalfuinictioni.Themi

(a) f*(HA(V; Z/2Z)) C HA*(W; Z/2Z)
(b) f*(H*(W; Z/2Z)) C H*(V; Z/2Z)
(c) f*(AH*(W; Z/2Z)) C AH*(V; Z/2Z)
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Proof. The proof of a) is trivial. To prove b), pick a rational function
g :X -- Wfrom a nonsingular algebraic set X. We must showf *D -lg* [X]
C H*(V; Z/2Z). We may homotop g to a smooth function g':X -- W
which is transverse to f (i.e. g' X f:X X V -- W X W is transverse to the
diagonal). But then Proposition 2.3 of [AK3] implies we may find a nonsingular algebraic set X' and a rational function g" X' -- W and a difX so that g " approximates g 'h. In particular, g " is
feomorphism h :X'
transversetof. But then the pullback Z ={ (x, v) e X' X Vlf(v) = g "(x) }
is a nonsingular algebraic set so that if 7r Z -- V is induced by projection
To prove
X' X V- V, thenD -x7r*[Z] f*D -g [X'] =f*D-g*[X].
c), pick Wk C Wk+1 C ... C W,, = W so that each W; is nonsingular
and dim W; = i. Then by the proof of Proposition 4.3 we may isotop each
W; to a nonsingular algebraic set Wi' so that WI C WI +I C ... C W,,
and so that each W! is transverse to f. Nowf- (W,$) is a stable algebraic
subset of V since each f (Wi') is a nonsingular dim V - n + i dimen=
sional algebraic set by Lemma 1.4 of [AK]. But Df*D-'[Wk]
=
OI
Df*D [W]
[f (Wf)], so c) is proven.
We presume that the type of transversality used above is actually
true in the smooth case (although it is listed as a triple starred unknown
problem in Hirsch's Differential Topology). However it is clearly true in
the algebraic case since we may stratify V and W so that f submerses
each stratum of V to a stratum of W. After refining the stratification of
W to be Whitney, one only needs to make g or the Wi's transverse to this
stratification.
6.2. If V is a nonsingular algebraic set and 0 E
Hk (V; Z/2Z) is a nontrivial class, then there exists an algebraic multiblowup ir: V V of V along centers of dimension less than k and a k-dimenisional nonsingular algebraic subset Zk of Vand a union of coninectedcomponents Zk of Zk such that 7r zo:Zo - V represents 0.
THEOREM

Proof. By Steenrod representability [T] there is a map f:Nk -+ V
where Nk is a smooth manifold andf* [Nk ]= 0. By transversality, we may
as well assumef is one to one almost everywhere.We may also assume that
f*[N1J * 0 for each component N; of Nk. By Lemma 2.9 of [AK2] we can
find an algebraic set Q, a polynomialg: Q -- V and a union of nonsingular
connect components Qo of Q so that Qo is diffeomorphic to N, g* [Qo] = 0
and g IQois one to one almost everywhere. Hence, g(QO) is a semialgebraic
set of dimension k. Let Y be the Zariski closure of g(QO). Then dim Y = k.
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By resolution of singularities [H] there exists an algebraic multiblowup
ir: V -- V such that the strict preimage Z of Y is a k dimensional nonsingular algebraic set. By [H] there is an algebraic multiblowup p: Q -- Q and
an entire rational function g: Q -k V so that the centers of p have dimension less than k and the following diagram commutes.

Q-9-g V
IP

7r
g

Let Qo p (Qo) and ZO = g(Qo). We claim that ZOis a union of
connected components of Z and 7r*[Zo] = 0. To see this, note that th:
Qo
Z is one to one almost everywhere, so g* [QO] = [g(Qo)] = [ZO].Hence,
w*[Zo] = 7r*g*[QO] = g*p* [QO] = g* [Qo] = 0. Although ZOis in fact a
union of connected components of Z, we do not need this to get the theorem, if Z' is a component of ZOwhich is not a component of Z, we must
have 7r*[Z'] = 0. Hence, we can get the theorem by just deleting those
O
components of ZOwhich are not also components of Z.
Remark 6.3. If 0 E HA (V; Z/2Z) then we can take Z = ZOin the
conclusion of Theorem 6.2. To see this observe that in the proof we would
have Qo = Q; and [Y] = 0 by the remarks of the first paragraph of this
section.
We must now generalize the notion of algebraic multiblowup slightly.
An uzunblowup is a composition of rational functions Vs > Vs1-*I
4 VOso that each -ri is either a blowup with nonsingular center or a diffeomorphism. In particular, an uzunblowup is a smooth multiblowup. In
[AK6] we prove the following theorem, using the ideas in this paper.
.

For any compact nonsingular algebraic set V there
THEOREM 6.4.
V along centers of dimensioni less thani k
exists an uzunblowup vr:V
such that we have:
Hi( V; Z/2Z) = Himb( V; Z/2Z)

if i - k.

Since every closed smooth manifold is diffeomorphic to a nonsingular
algebraic set Theorems 6.2 and 6.4 apply to smooth manifolds. Because of
injectivityof lr*(Lemma 6.5) Theorem 6.4 has useful applications to topology (Corollaries 6.7 and 6.8). We first need to discuss homological proper-
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ties of multiblowups. In the following discussion all lower (upper) stars on
maps indicate the induced maps on Z/2Z homology (cohomology).
Let V -- Vbe an algebraic multiblowup of a nonsingular algebraic set
V. wris a composition of blowup maps:
V = Vs

Vs -I

>* ... *

VO = V

with centersLi C Vi, and Vi+ I = B(Vi, Li). Then each Pi = 7r-1(Lj-1)is
a codimension one nonsingular algebraic subset of Vi. By using Theorem
4.1 we can make Pi transverse to Li by a small isotopy; then we get a codimension one nonsingular algebraic subset Pi(i + 1) C Vi+I which is the
strict preimage of the isotoped Pi. By iterating this process for anyj > i we
get a codimension one nonsingular algebraic subset Pj(j) C V1which is
the strict preimage of Pi( j - 1) under 7rw.Make the convention that
Pi(i) -Pi.
Let Pi(j) 2 Y, be the inclusion. The following lemma gives
some useful algebraic topological properties of (V, 7r).
LEMMA
6.5.
(a) 7r*is injection, and r* is surjection
(b) w*H,nb(V; Z/2Z) c HM'b(V;Z/2Z)
w*AHr(V; Z/2Z) ' AHr(V; Z/2Z)
(c) Kernel(-r)* is generated by the elenmentsof image (-yi,)*, with i
1, ... , s

Proof. (a) 7ris a degree I map so the following diagram commutes,
this in turn implies the result
Hr(V; Z/2Z) A- Hr(V; Z/2Z)
Hk (V; Z/2Z)

-

Hk(V; Z/2Z)

(b) It is enough to prove this for each 7ri. Let 0 E Hsiiib(Vi-1; Z/2Z)
then 0 = E Mk where each M,k > Vi- 1 is imbedded smooth submanifold. Make each M, transverse to Li-1 take M,, = i-71 (M,, ) where M,, are
the strict preimages. Then -7-1( U M,,) = U M,, represents Dw!D- (0)
hence the result follows. The proof of the second part is similar; in this case
we assume that each Mk is a stable algebraic subset. By using Proposition
4.3 we can make each M. transverse to Li_ 1 and in fact we can make M.
stable.
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(c) We prove this by induction on s. For s = 1 -r1 is a homneomorphism
in the complement of P1. Let U be a tubular neighborhood of P1 in VI.
Then the commutative diagram
Hk (P )

Hk (U)

>Hk (VI, U)

Hk (VI)

= (flomll excisioll)

Orl1)*|

|
Hk Or I(U))

> Hk (V)

> Hk (V;

7rI(U))

gives kernel(wix)* C image(y I )* . Hence (c) holds for s = 1. Now let 0 e
Let 7r 7r'o 7rsso (i7rs)*(6)e kernel(47r'). Then by induction
kernel(w7r*).
s-1

(-r5)*(0) =-l

i,s-I )*(0i,s-

for some

II

tis -I

We have commutative diagrams
P1(s)

Pi(S-

Pi (s-

V~

-''5

1)

Vs_

1)

Vs-,

where the bottom square comes from isotoping Pi(s -

1) to Pi'(s -

1)

which is transverse to Ls-1. Hence, on homology we get a commutative
diagram
Z/2Z)

H*(Pi(s);

H*(Vs;

PI,*

H*(Pi(s

Z/2Z)

l7r.*

1); Z/2Z)'s*

H*(Vs-1;

Z/2Z)

where pi is the composition Pi(s) - Pi'(s1) '- Pi(s - 1). Since pi is
degree 1 we know that Pi* is onto so we can find Oi,sE Hk (Pi(s); Z/2Z) with
(pi)*(Ois ) = 0i,s-1 and thus (i7rs)*(yis)*(Oi,s) = (yi,s-i )*(0i,s- ). Then we

have
(s )*(O) = ()s)*

r

(7)*(0is

))I

hence
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s-I

- yis)*(0i,s)

0

Since kernel(wxs)* C
Ei=,

(-yis)*(Oi,s),

E

kernel(7r)*

image(Qys,s)* (from the first case) 0
F.

for some Os

Let V be a compact nonsingular algebraic set the following says that
H* (V; Z/2Z) is closed under cohomology operations. It includes real alge-

braic version of Chow's moving lemma [K3] and Kawai's theorem [Ka].
6.6. HA (V; Z/2Z) is closed unider cup prodlucts alnd
THEOREM
Steenrod squaring operations.

Pick 0, - E H*(V; Z/2Z). Represent D(0) by an algebraic
subset Y of V. Represent D(-q) by a nonsingular algebraic set X C V X Rk.
By Proposition 2.3 of [AK3] we may assume that X is transverseto Y X Rk
(i.e. transverse to each stratum in a Whitney stratification of Y X Rk).
Then D(-q U 0) is represented by X n (Y X Rk). By [H] we may blow up
x n (Y X Rk) to make it nonsingular, hence r, U 0 E H* (V; Z/2Z). Independent proofs of this cup product result were given by Bennedetti-Tognoli
and Shiota (with some restrictions). Now we will do the Steenrod squares.
We thank Brumfiel for pointing out the following construction of Steenrod
squares to us. It lends itself nicely to algebraization.
Let X be an n dimensional manifold and pick a E Hq (X; Z/2Z). Pick a
map f:M -- X from a compact n - q manifold M so that f* [Ml = Da.
Let S' be the i-dimensional sphere. Let M' = M X M X S'/(x, Y, z) (y, x, -z ) and X' = X X X X S'/(x, y, z) - (y, x, -z). Both M' and X'
are manifolds since they are orbit spaces of free Z/2Z actions. We have a
map f ': M' -- X' given by f '(x, y, z) = (f(x), f(y), z). Let RP' be real
projective i space, RP' = S'/x - -x. There is an imbedding g:X X RP'
Proof.

-) X' given byg(x,y)

=(x,

x,y).

Then Sqa

L=D

I7r*Dg*D

l(f*[M'j)

where 7r:X X RP' -i X is projection. (See Proposition 4.2 of [BRS].)
Let us now make this construction algebraic. First we will find nonsingular algebraic sets Z,,i and diffeomorphisms ,i: Z,,i- R" X R" X S'/
(x, y, z) - (y, x, -z) so that for any nonsingular algebraic set Y C R",
l (Y X Y X S'l/) is a nonsingular algebraic set. Let
<c,1i
Z,, =R" X (RP" +={(wl...,

RP"-)

w,,, [uo: *

u,,+i])IuJ * Osomej =,

. .,
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We have a diffeomorphism <p,i:Z,1i- R" X R" X Si/ given by <,,i(w1,
+ uYi)
w,,, [uo:
* *:
(x,y, z) where z; = uI(uO +
,
U,,0+j
x
(w + u 2+i(uO + ... + u?)-1/2)/2,y
= wit
is
x;. Furthermore,
easy to check that if W C R" X R" X S' is a real algebraic set invariant
under the involution (x, y, z) -- (y, x, -z) then <7,,-1( WI ) is a (quasiprojective) algebraic subset of Z,1iwith singularities <,7- ' (Sing W/I).
We now can make Z, ; affine by imbedding it as a Zariski open subset
of R" X G,,+j+ 1,I' and then sending its complement in R" X G,,+1+1.1 off
to infinity. For instance we may take Z,,i to be { (w, L) Iw ER", L is a symmetric (n + i + 1) X (n + i + 1) matrix, E'=0 L,= 1 and L(b,L (=
for all a, b, c, d}. A birational diffeomorphism; :Z, i Z,,; may be
adL
defined byb(wI, .. ., w,,, [uo: ... : u,,+i]) = ((wl, . . ., w,,), L) where
LC,b = U 1Uh/(UO + ...
+ u?). Then <p,i <p,jij- has the required
properties.
Now suppose M C R"' and X C Rk are nonsingular real algebraic sets
andf: M -X is a rational function. Let M" = sp,cQ(MX M X S'/l ) and
X" =
k-iI'(X X X X Si/ ). Then M" and X" are nonsingular algebraic
sets by the above discussion. Furthermore there is a rational function
f ":M" -- X" so that <Pkif"<P,7i1(X, y, z) = (f(x), f(y), z).
We also have a rational imbedding O:X X RP' -- X" so that <Pki=
g. But
DSqiD - f* M[M]

Dg*D

-

[M']

= ir*DO*D-lf;[M"].

So DSqiD -lf* [M] HA(X; Z/2Z) by Theorem 6.1.
Hence Sq'(H* (X; Z/2Z)) C H* (X; Z/2Z).

Li

For any given 0 e Hk(V; Z/2Z) where V is a closed smooth manifold
we have maps
MO(r)
P2

Q/12" MO(r)
1,)

V J K(Z/2Z, r)

p
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Where MO(r) is the Thom space [T] of the universal Rk-bundle, Q"E2"is
the operation of taking suspension n-times followed by loops n-times. p =
PI ?P2, n is an arbitrarilylarge number, P2 is induced by the identity map,
Q"K(Z/2Z,
PI is induced by the Thom class (also recall K(Z/2Z, r)
r + n)). Finallyf is the classifying map for 0, i.e.f*(i) =D
(0) where i is
the fundamental r-th cohomology class.
It is well known that liftingf to Q"E"MO(r) (or to MO(r)) is equivalent to representing 0 by an immersed (or imbedded) submanifold of V.
One can easily find examples (V, 0) such that 0 cannot be represented by
an immersed submanifold. This is becausep 1 is not injective in Z-cohomology (W. Browder). Also p is not injective in Z/2Z-cohomology (Thorn).
But surprisingly the following can be shown by using Theorem 6.3.
/)I

COROLLARY 6.7.

Themap Q"E"MO(r)-- K(Z/2Z, r) is aniin2jectionl

in Z/2Z-cohomology.
Proof. Let Vrbe the boundary of the tubular neighborhood of some
large skeleton of K(Z/2Z, r) in some R"'. Hence there is a map f: V,
K(Z/2Z, r) withf* isomorphism for all values of * less than some arbitrarily large number. Let a E kernel(p), by Theorem 6.4 there is a multiblowUp Vr - Vr with 7r*(f*(i)) E HM'inb(Vr; Z/2Z) where i is the fundamental
class. In particular r*f *(i) is an immersed class. Therefore there is a map
g making the following commute
Vr
11r ,
Vr

> Q"E"MO(r)
])I

> K(Z/2Z, r)

Hence 7r*(f*(Qy))= g*(pl (y)) = 0. But if Py* 0 then f *(-y) * 0 hence
Cl
7r*(f*(y)) # 0 by (a) of Lemma 6.5. Contradiction.
COROLLARY 6.8.
There exists a closed snmooth,nanaifoldM anid 0 E
Hkib(M; Z/2Z) such that 0 cannot be represenztedby an inmbeddedclass.

Proof. Using the notation of Corollary6.7 letf: V2 --K(Z/2Z, 2) as
above. Pick T(i) = (Sq2Sq 1 i) U i2 + (Sq 1i)3 + (Sq1i) U i3 where i is the
fundamental class. Then T(i) * 0 and T(i) E kernel(p*), where p is the
map MO(2) -f K(Z/2Z, 2) discussed before [T]. By using Theorem 6.4
pick a multiblowup V2 V2 with 7r*f*(i) E Hlinb(V2; Z/2Z). We claim
(M, 0) = (V2, D7rn*f*(i))is a required example with k = dim(V) - 2,
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since if 0 were an imbedded class we would have a map g making the following commute
V2,
17r

V2

MO(2)
p/

> K(Z/2Z, 2)

Then 7r*f*T(i)= g*p* T(i) = 0, then sincef* is an isomorphism and 7r*is
Lii
an injection T(i) = 0. Contradiction.
W. Browder has recently found a purely algebraic topological proof of
Corollary 6.7.
Finally we want to show that often HA(V; Z/2Z) does not coincide
with the ordinary homology, for example:
6.9. For any n > 3, there exists a connected io0nsingulcar
algebraic set V" of dimension n such that HA (V; Z/2Z) * Hk (V; Z/2Z)
for all k = 2, 3, ... n-1.
THEOREM

Proof. Let VI be any closed smooth manifold of dimension n, which
contains two disjointly imbedded circles with trivial normal bundles S1 U
S2C
VI such that the inclusion H1 (S1 U S2; Z/2Z) -f H1 (V; Z/2Z) is an
injection. Then an open tubular neighborhood of SI U S2 in VI is diffeomorphic to an open neighborhood U of X in R", where X is an irreducible algebraic variety diffeomorphic to SI U S2. For example X = V(x4 +
(X2 - 1)(x2 - 4), X3, ..., x,,) in R". Extend U to an imbedding VI into
R" X R' for some big I (R" is identified with R" X 0). By relative Nash
theorem (Proposition 2.8 of [AKI ]) approximate VI by a nonsingular algebraic set V2 keeping X fixed (i.e. X C V2). Let V be the algebraic blow up
B(V2, X)
V2. Write X = XI U X2 whereXi are components of X, also
continue to denote an open tubular neighborhood of X in V2 by U.
For each]i = 1, 2, . . ., n - 1 pick a trivial R ' subbundle of the normal bundle of Xl in V2. Let LJ C r 1(X1) be the set of directions in this
R.i subbundle, so Li = X1 X RP'- 1 . We claim that none of the homology
classes -yi = [LJ] E H (V; Z/2Z) are algebraic,j = 2, . ., n - 1.
Suppose -yiwere represented by an algebraic set Y, C V X Rk. Then
by Proposition 2.3 of [AK3] we may as well assume that Y, is transverse to
7r-1(X) X Rk. But then yj_I = 7r-1(X) X Rk n Y; is an algebraic set
representing y_-1, since
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=

D-1(y)

U D-1([i-I

=

D-(y1i)

U D-1([1-'(X)])

=

D-1(p*[Yr]) U D-1([w-1 (X)])

=

D -1(p*[Y, n -(x)

(XI)])

x Rk]).

V is induced by projection. Continuing in this manner, we
where p: Y,
and is transverse
obtain an algebraic set Y2 C V X Rk which represents 7Y2
X Rk represents yI and since
to 7r- (X) X Rk. Then Y1 = Y2 n -'(x)
) = [X1] we know that 7r-*p*([Y, ]) = [X 1I and also 7rp(Y1) C X.
7rw(-y*
But then p - I7r- 1(x) is an odd number of points for the generic point x E
X, and it is an even number of points for the generic point x E X2 which
contradicts Lemma 5.2.
algebraic sets Vaiid vector
6. 10. There are niouisinigulair
algebraic set
bunidlesE over V such that E cannzotbe made a inonisinigular
containing V. Furthermore E can be chosenito be orientable if oniewishes.
COROLLARY

Proof. By applying Theorem 6.9 to V, = S1 X S" # S l X S" we get a
nonsingular algebraic set V S1 X RP" #S' X RP". LetEl andE2 be the
normal bundles of S' X RP" C S' X RP" + 2 and S' X RP" c S' X RP"
X R2 respectively. Let E be the induced orientable bundle over V, i.e. E
restricts to El and E2 on the first and second factors of the connected sum.
Then the imbedded copy of L of S' X RP" -2 in the first factor of V represents the dual of the second Steifel-Whitney class w2 E H2(V; Z2) of the
bundle E -f V. But by Theorem 6.9 the class [L] cannot be algebraic.
ThereforeE cannot be made a nonsingular algebraic set containing V, otherwise one can get a rational function V g GV2 into the Grassmanians
classifying the normal map V C E ([AK2] Lemma 2.7), then the dual of w2
would be represented by an algebraic set g (Schubert Cycle representing
EZ
dual of w2).
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